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Abstract

We propose a framework for general probabilistic multi-step time series regression.
Specifically, we exploit the expressiveness and temporal nature of Recurrent Neural
Networks, the nonparametric nature of Quantile Regression and the efficiency
of Direct Multi-Horizon Forecasting. A new training scheme for recurrent nets
is designed to boost stability and performance. We show that the approach ac-
commodates both temporal and static covariates, learning across multiple related
series, shifting seasonality, future planned event spikes and cold-starts in real life
large-scale forecasting. The performance of the framework is demonstrated in an
application to predict the future demand of items sold on Amazon.com, and in a
public probabilistic forecasting competition to predict electricity price and load.

1 Introduction

Classical time series forecasting models aim to predict yt+1 given recent history y:t = (yt, · · · , y0).
Common approaches include Box-Jenkins method, i.e. ARIMA models (Box et al, 2015). In practice,
forecasting problems are far more complex. Many related time series are present. Inputs involve
multiple covariates such as dynamic historical features, static attributes for each series and known
future events. The series have long term dependency such as yearly seasonality pattern, with nonlinear
relationships between inputs and outputs. Usually, multi-step, long-horizon forecasts are needed,
together with precise prediction intervals to quantify forecast uncertainties and risks in decision
making. Modern methods have been proposed to attack these issues individually.

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN, Elman, 1990) have recently demonstrated state-of-art performance
in various applications. An RNN learns a fixed-length nonlinear representation from multiple
sequences of arbitrary length. Historically, RNN fits into the Nonlinear Autoregressive Moving
Average framework (Connor et al, 1992). The most popular variant, Long-Short-Term-Memory
networks (LSTM, Gers et al, 1999) were designed to cope with the vanishing gradient problem, which
is essential to capturing long-term dependency. Graves, 2013 introduced Sequence-to-Sequence RNN
(Seq2Seq) with the ability to generate a future sequence, usually a sentence, given the previous one.
Such architecture is intimately related to multi-step time series forecasting, a connection which has
been well investigated in recent studies (Cinar et al, 2017 and Flunkert et al, 2017).

Most applications of Neural Networks to time series, including Seq2Seq, build on one approach:
they train a model to predict the one-step-ahead estimate ŷt+1 given y:t, and then iteratively feed this
estimate back as the ground truth to forecast longer horizons. This is knowns as the Recursive strategy
to generate multi-step forecasts, also sometimes referred to as iterative or read-outs in literature. Due
to its similar form to auto-regressive or Markovian assumptions in modeling, the Recursive strategy
is usually taken for granted. Bengio et al, 2015 and Lamb et al, 2016 pointed out that a carefully
designed training scheme is needed when the Recursive strategy is applied with RNN, to avoid the
discrepancy between consuming actual data versus estimates during prediction, since the latter leads
to error accumulation. In the field of forecasting, Chevillon, 2007 showed that a Direct strategy,
where a model directly predicts yt+k given y:t for each k, is less biased, more stable and more robust
to model mis-specification. A comprehensive comparison by Taieb and Atiya, 2016 investigated
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different multi-step strategies with Neural Networks, and recommended the Direct Multi-Horizon
strategy: directly train a model with a multivariate target (yt+1, · · · , yt+k). The Multi-Horizon
strategy avoids error accumulation, yet retains efficiency by parameters sharing.

Many decision making scenarios require richer information provided by a probabilistic forecast
model that returns the full conditional distribution p(yt+k|y:t), rather than a point forecast model that
predicts the conditional mean E(yt+k|y:t). For real-valued time series, this is traditionally achieved
by assuming an error distribution, usually Gaussian, on the residual series εt = yt − ŷt. However,
an exact parametric distribution is often not directly relevant in applications. Instead, particular
quantiles of the forecast distribution are useful in making optimal decisions, both to quantify risks
and minimize losses (e.g. risk management, power grid capacity optimization), leading to the use
of Quantile Regression (QR, Koenker and Gilbert, 1978). QR predicts the conditional quantiles
y
(q)
t+k|y:t of the target distribution, i.e. P(yt+k ≤ y(q)t+k|y:t) = q. QR is robust since it does not make

distributional assumptions, produces accurate probabilistic forecasts with sharp prediction intervals,
and often serves as a post-processor for prediction calibration (Taylor, 2000).

In light of these separate methods, we propose MQ-RNN: an RNN that generates Multi-horizon
Quantile forecasts. The model is designed to solve the large scale time series regression problem:

p(yt+k,i, · · · , yt+1,i|y:t,i, x(h):t,i , x
(f)
t:,i , x

(s)
i )

where y·,i is the ith time series to forecast, x(h):t,i are the temporal covariates available in history, x(f)t:,i

is the knowledge about the future, and x(s)i are the static, time-invariant features. Each series is
considered as one sample fed into a single RNN, even if they correspond to different items. This
enables cross-series learning and cold-start forecasting for items with limited history. For readability,
the sample subscript i will be dropped from now on.

To our best knowledge, this is the first work to combine RNN with either QR or Multi-Horizon
forecasts. We demonstrate in details how the individual attributes of each methods combine seamlessly
in the framework, and achieve better performance than state-of-art models in several large-scale
forecasting applications. The major novelties of this paper also include:

• We propose an efficient training scheme for the combination of RNNs and Multi-Horizon
forecast. The approach, which we call forking-sequences and detailed in Section 3.3, can
dramatically improve training stability and performance of Seq2Seq style RNNs, by training
on all time points where a forecast would be created, in a one pass over the data series.

• We design a network sub-structure specifically to accommodate a previously little-attended
issue: how to account for known future information, including the alignment of shifting
seasonality and known events that cause spikes and dips.

Related work is discussed in Section 2. The proposed MQ-RNN method is detailed in Section 3. In
Section 4, its application is demonstrated on the Amazon demand forecasting problem, as well as a
public electricity forecasting competition. Conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2 Related Work

RNN has been recently applied to time series point forecasting. Längkvist et al, 2014 reviewed on
time series modeling with deep learning in various fields of study. Bianchi et al, 2017 presented a
comparative study on the performance of various RNNs applied to the Short Term Load Forecasting
problem. Cinar et al, 2017 investigated the attention model for Seq2Seq on both univariate and
multivariate time series. However, these efforts are all built on the Recursive strategy. Taieb and
Atiya, 2016 analyzed the performance of different multi-step strategies on a Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP), where the Direct Multi-Horizon strategy stands out.

For probabilistic forecasting with RNN, Flunkert et al, 2017 propose DeepAR, a Seq2Seq architecture
with an identical encoder and decoder. DeepAR directly outputs parameters of a Negative Binomial.
This is similar to Ng et al, 2017 where an MLP predicts Gaussian parameters, and such a strategy
dates back to Bishop, 1994. DeepAR is trained by maximizing likelihood and Teacher Forcing
(feeding ground truth recursively in training), and during prediction time it is fed a sample drawn
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from the estimated parametric distribution. This sampling is done multiple times to generate a series
of sample paths, as the empirical distribution of forecasts. Our method differs from DeepAR by using
the more efficient Multi-Horizon strategy and directly generating accurate quantiles.

For quantile forecasts with neural nets, Taylor, 2000 used an MLP to generate quantile forecasts for
financial returns. The model was used to process the innovations of another GARCH model, to obtain
calibrated Value-at-Risk. Xu et al, 2016 designed a quantile autoregressive neural net for stock price
prediction. Instead of feeding the mean estimate or a sampled instance, they fed previously estimated
quantiles into the model. Neither of the approaches used RNN and exploit its temporal nature. The
former depends on an external model while in the latter feeding back in quantiles is difficult to justify.

3 Method

In this section, we describe the loss function, neural network architecture, how the network is trained,
and practical consideration of input features.

3.1 Loss Function

In Quantile Regression, models are trained to minimize the total Quantile Loss (QL):

Lq(y, ŷ) = q(y − ŷ)+ + (1− q)(ŷ − y)+

where (·)+ = max(0, ·). When q = 0.5, QL is simply the Mean Absolute Error, and the minimizer
is the median of the predictive distribution. Let K be the number of horizons of forecast, Q be the
number of quantiles of interest, then the K ×Q matrix Ŷ = [ŷ

(q)
t+k]k,q is the output of a parametric

model g(y:t, x, θ), an RNN in this case. The model parameters are trained to minimize the total loss,∑
t

∑
q

∑
k Lq(yt+k, ŷ

(q)
t+k), where t iterates through all forecast creation times (FCTs). Depending

on the problem, components of the sum can be assigned different weights.

3.2 Network Architecture

The MQ-RNN architecture resembles the Seq2Seq with context (Seq2SeqC, Figure 1a) proposed
by Cho et al, 2014. We also use an LSTM to encode all history into hidden states ht. However,
instead of using an LSTM as the recursive decoder, MQ-RNN adopts two MLP branches. The first
(global) MLP summarize the encoder LSTM output plus all future inputs into two contexts: a series
of horizon-specific contexts ct+k for each of the K future points, and a horizon-agnostic context ca
which captures common information:

(ct+1, · · · , ct+K , ca) = mG(ht, x
(f)
t: )

where mG(·) is the global MLP and contexts c(·) each can have arbitrary dimension. The second
(local) MLP works on a specific horizon. It gathers the corresponding future input and the above two
contexts, then outputs all the required quantiles:

(ŷ
(q1)
t+k , · · · , ŷ

(qQ)
t+k ) = mL(ct+k, ca, x

(f)
t+k)

where mL(·) is the local MLP with its parameters shared across all horizons k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}, and
q(·) denotes each of the Q quantiles. The overall structure is illustrated in Figure 1b.

The local MLP is the key to aligning future seasonality and events and the capability to generate sharp
spiky forecasts. Since the parameters are shared across horizons, it is tempting to replace it with
another (bidirectional) LSTM. However, this is unnecessary and expensive: the temporal flow of latent
information is already captured by the Direct Multi-Horizon-specific context. Furthermore, feeding
predictions recursively is not possible due to the quantile outputs. At first glance, the two kinds of
global context seem redundant. We argue that the horizon-specific context is always necessary: it
carries network-structural awareness of the temporal distance between a forecast creation time point
and a specific horizon. This is essential to aspects like seasonality mapping. In Seq2SeqC, only
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Figure 1: RNN architectures for multi-step forecasts. Circles and squares denote observed and hidden
nodes. Dashed container flattens nodes into a vector. Dashed line means replication. Dashed arrow is
the loss linking network output and targets. xt = (x

(h)
t , x

(f)
t , x(s)). Layer depth is not shown. (a)

Seq2SeqC, loss function is likelihood (e.g. Multinomial for text generation, Gaussian for numeric
values), parameterized by θt. In prediction, ŷt+k is fed into decoder, instead of yt+k as in training.
(b) MQ-RNN, loss function is sum of quantile loss, output is all the quantile forecasts for different
values of q. During training, there is a corresponding decoder (shaded boxes) for each recurrent layer.

horizon-agnostic context exists, and such horizon awareness is indirectly enforced by recursively
feeding predictions back. The horizon-agnostic context is still included in our model, based on the
heuristics that not all relevant information is horizon-specific. We see it empirically does improve
stability and smoothness of forecasts. In cases where there is no meaningful future information, or
spiky behavior in forecasts is not desired, the local MLP can be removed, and a simplified global
MLP with vec(Ŷ) = mG(ht, x

(f)
t: ) still retains all other advantages described above.

3.3 Training Scheme

One major performance gain of the model over Seq2Seq is achieved by the designed forking-sequences
training scheme. Note that all Seq2Seq style models put an end to the input sequence, e.g. a stopping
symbol in natural language, and that end point is where encoder and decoder exchange information.
In forecasting, this stopping symbol is simply a forecast creation time (FCT). Unlike many other
sequential modeling problem, time series forecasts often need to be generated at each possible time
point. Most applications use cutting-sequences: split the time series at sets of randomly chosen FCTs
and use each series/FCT pair as a training example. This is not necessary in an RNN thanks to its
temporal nature. As illustrated in Figure 1b, our framework creates Multi-Horizon forecasts at each
recurrent layer, and computes the loss against the corresponding targets, usually populated on-the-fly
in implementation. Then one back-propagation-through-time can gather the multi-step error gradients
of different FCTs in one pass over a sample, with little additional cost. As a result, each time series of
arbitrary length serves as a single sample in our model training. This training scheme greatly boosts
performance and regularizes learning stability by efficiently using all training information, while
previous algorithms cut and down-sample data to reduce computation time.

The benefit behind forking-sequences may be related to ideas described in Lipton et al, 2015, where a
scalar categorical target is replicated to each recurrent layer in a time series classification problem.
Our approach differs by utilizing the nature of the multi-step time series prediction problem to
implement the actual forecasting task at each time point, and thus enable the recurrent layers to
convey both concepts of observed time points and forecast creation time.

The Direct strategy is often criticized as not being able to use the data between T −K and T , where
T is the end of training period, since the Multi-Horizon target is not available beyond T . We resolve
this issue by masking all the error terms after that point, so the model can still learn shared parameters
from the available short-horizon partial targets when near the boundary of training period. This target
masking strategy is a general approach to remove any cases when a (part of) multi-horizon forecast is
unwanted or shouldn’t be evaluated, depending on application specifics.
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3.4 Future and Static Features

There are typically two kinds of known future information. Seasonal features are simply (linear)
kernels centered at day of the week, a moving holiday or any other seasonality labels. They are
commonly used in Generalized Additive Models for time series. Event features are binary or numeric
temporal indicators on if and how certain type of event happens (e.g. price adjustment, censoring). If
these events are sufficiently frequent, the model can learn their effects from data and generate sharp
changes in forecasts. If the event can be planned (e.g. promotion campaign), the model can simulate
its effect for decision making. In practice, we found that distant future information (e.g. a holiday)
can have retrospective impact on near future horizons (anticipation), so the global MLP also collects
future summaries.

Static features contain series-specific information. For instance, it could be the sector of a stock,
image and text description of a product, or location of a power plant. The static features are usually
less predictive than time series ones, but combined with training one model on multiple series, they
bridge different sets of time series behaviors and allow the model to borrow statistical strength across
them. Such a trained model is able to generate forecasts with little or no history (e.g. the sales of a
not-yet-released item). In our framework, static features are first embedded into a lower dimensional
representation (a dense layer not shown in Figure 1), and then replicated as inputs across time.

4 Application

Our framework can efficiently forecast millions of time series at industrial scale and pace. We first
apply MQ-RNN to the demand forecasting problem at Amazon, and design a small-scale experiment
to show how our novelties, i.e. quantile loss vs likelihood, forking- vs cutting-sequences and multi-
horizon vs recursive, individually boost model performance. Next, we apply MQ-RNN to the Global
Energy Forecasting Competition 2014 (GEFCom2014, Hong et al, 2016) to demonstrate that MQ-
RNN is flexible, easy to use and powerful: our result would have won the 1st place in this competition,
without intensive tuning.

4.1 Amazon Demand Forecasting

Weekly demand series of around 60,000 sampled products from different categories within the US
marketplace are gathered from year 2012 to 2017. Data before 2016 is used to train the models,
and we create forecasts at each of the 52 weeks in 2016. Forecast horizons range from 1 to 52
weeks. Available covariates include a range of suitably chosen and standard demand drivers in three
categories: history only, e.g. past demand; history and future, e.g. promotions; and static, e.g. product
catalog fields. Four models are compared. MQ_RNN is the proposed model, and other benchmarks
are its minimal variants, meaning we modify or knock out a single functionality while keeping all
other settings controlled with best effort. ML_RNN changes QL to a shifted Log-Gaussian likelihood:
log (y + 1) ∼ N (µ, σ2) and predicts (µ̂, σ̂); MQ_RNN_cut doesn’t use forking-sequences but cuts
each series by a FCT; the cut is random between samples and epochs to better use the complete
information; Seq2SeqC combines using the Seq2SeqC structure, predicting Log-Gaussian parameters
and feeding one-step-ahead estimated mean recursively for subsequent forecasts, trained by teacher
forcing and cutting-sequences. Quantiles are estimated for q ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9} (P10, P50 and P90
forecasts), either directly or inferred from a Log-Gaussian.

Experiment results are summarized in Figure 2. MQ_RNN has the best performance across all horizons.
The training loss curve of MQ_RNN_cut is more volatile and flattens early. Series-level diagnostics
also indicate similar high-level behaviors between MQ_RNN and MQ_RNN_cut, but the latter has worse
performance. In terms of calibration ML_RNN is slightly overbiased, and its 80% prediction interval
is on average almost twice as wide as MQ_RNN. There might be model mis-specification (e.g. tail
behavior) when assuming a Log-Gaussian on this dataset, and usually further modeling is needed.
The nonparametric quantile regression is robust to this, and both quantile-based models stand out for
P90QL, which focuses on the tail of the distribution. Contrary to what we expected, Seq2SeqC in
fact has no disadvantage at long-horizon, but its forecast curves are usually plain flat. We suspect
the Recursive strategy is inducing too much dependency on the lag mean estimate. Finally, some
anecdotal MQ-RNN examples are selected and presented in Figure 3, to give readers a qualitative
impression of how the network deals with each use case.
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Figure 2: Experiment results. Left: Quantile Loss for P10, P50 and P90 forecasts versus horizon
length. The y-axis is rescaled and not comparable between panels. Upper right: training loss versus
number of epochs. Lower right: calibration E(I(yt+k ≤ ŷ

(q)
t+k)) and sharpness E|ŷ(0.9)t+k − ŷ

(0.1)
t+k |

across all t and k. The sharpness number is scaled by dividing that of MQ-RNN. For instance, a perfect
calibration for a P90 forecast is 90%. If calibrated, a smaller sharpness (average prediction interval
width) is better. See text for discussion.

Figure 3: MQ-RNN Forecasts for four example products. Dark black line is ground truth demand,
the vertical line is forecast creation time; P10 and P90 forecasts are the lower and upper boundary of
the forecast band, and P50 (median) is the light blue line within the band. The first two examples are
randomly chosen with respectively long-horizon seasonality and trend; the other two are selected to
illustrate how the model handles new product cold-start situation as well as promotional spikes.

4.2 GEFCom2014 Electricity Forecasting

We also applied MQ-RNN to two external forecasting problems using datasets published in GEF-
Com2014 forecasting competition. This competition had four problems, electricity load forecasting,
electricity price forecasting, and two problems related to wind and solar power generation. We
chose the first two electricity forecasting problems because 1) they are probabilistic, 2) they are
multi-horizon problems, and 3) they also contain some information about the future horizons. In this
sense the structure of the problems matches quite well the demand forecasting task. The difference is
that the quantity to forecast is a single series of hour-grain price or load from several years and thus
there is no static product-related information.

Both problems are set with 12 different forecast creation dates. The loss function for both is a sum of
quantile losses over 99 percentiles of the predicted distributions, and the average loss over the 12
forecast dates is the evaluation criterion. In both problems we trained MQ-RNN to predict quantiles
{0.01, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.99}. Linear interpolation is used to produce the full set of 99 quantiles.

The electricity price forecasting problem was to forecast hourly price distributions for a 24-hour
horizon (24 × 99 quantile forecasts) of a particular zone. Information provided about the future
consists of zonal and total load forecasts for the horizon, which were also available for the past. To
this we added calendar-based features about the day of year and hour in a day, as well as weekday
and US holiday indicators. We would have achieved the 1st place in the competition by our average
quantile loss of 2.63, as opposed to 2.72, 2.73, and 2.82 of the winner, the 2nd, and 3rd place holders.

The electricity load forecasting problem calls for forecasts of hourly load distributions of a certain US
utility for a month into the future (744× 99 quantile forecasts). In this case the future information is
solely calendar-based. Weather was available for the past as temperature measurements of 25 weather
stations. In order to capture longer time dynamics without too long RNNs, we chose to run the RNN
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“encoder” at a daily grain, keeping the forecasting “decoder” grain as hours. In this problem we would
have won as well, achieving average quantile loss of 7.43. The top three competitors had quantile
losses of 7.45, 7.51, and 7.83.

The networks are not intensively tuned, and the final setting is based on intuitive first few tries. The
major parameter choices are the duration of the time-steps that the RNN is modeling (number of
recurrent layers) and the number of RNN states. These parameters determine the dynamics of the
history captured by the RNN hidden state. For the price prediction task we chose 168 hours as the
duration, and for the load prediction 56 days, both with a state dimension of 30. The RNN input at
time t is not only the time-series value at t but a vector of lagged values of 168 past hours for price,
and 7 days for load. For training, mini-batches are random slices of the multi-year past data such that
the durations match our choice of RNN length, and we train with forking-sequences for each slice.
For each of the 12 forecast creation dates we use data prior the date for training, and then retrain from
scratch for each subsequent forecast creation date.

5 Conclusion

We presented a general framework for probabilistic time series regression, and demonstrated how
individual components contribute to the final performance. Our findings can help in the design of both
practical large-scale forecasting applications and Seq2Seq RNN architecture. Due to space limitation,
we have not discussed some extensions, including multivariate forecasting, further performance
boost with convolved lag information, and modeling the joint distribution of horizons. These will be
addressed in a longer version of this paper.
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